Rain And Mud Stop "SAE-All Star Game Before End Of Half"

Playing amidst a heavy downpour on Briggs Field last Saturday, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and the intramural all star football team played to a 1-0 stalemate before the game was called in the second quarter. The wet conditions led both teams to keep away passing attacks and also prevented any powerful ground gains.

"SAE Ends Off"

Receiving the opening kick off, the all stars had possession of the ball for the greater part of the first quarter, even though they made only one first down rushing. The ball changed hands regularly after each series of downs until all star Chuck Ingraham '58 intercepted a SAE pass on his own 40. Shortly after the Sailors' Bob Thomson '58 intercepted a pass from Walbark Ackerlund '58, but a pass interference penalty gave the intramural all stars a first down. However, they failed to take advantage of this opportunity. Their ground attack was moderately successful off tackles, but the tight SAE defense effectively stopped ed runs.
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The Tech

The Tech classified ad for the low. LOW. LOW. LOW. LOW. LOW.

For classified ads write: THE TECH, 35 3rd St., Schenectady, N. Y.

For each question used "Personality Power" quizzes. We'll pay $25 to the holder of the winner.

WIN $25 CASH!

Dream up your own.

A Freud in the hand is worth two in the bush!

1. Do you chase butterflies in preference to other creatures of nature? YES NO
2. Do you believe that making money is evil? YES NO
3. Do you think Italian movie actresses are over-rated? YES NO
4. Do you chase butterflies in preference to other creatures of Nature? YES NO
5. Do you think that making money is evil? YES NO
6. Do you feel that security is more desirable than challenge? YES NO
7. Do you refer to a half-full glass as "half-empty"? YES NO
8. Do you think that fancy stuff can ever take the place of the "kitchen sink"? YES NO

If you answered "No" to all questions, you probably also smoke Camels—a real cigarette. Only 6 or 7 "Nos" answers mean you better get onto Camels fast. Fewer than 6 "Nos" and it really doesn't matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want a real smoke, make it Camels. Only Camels' exclusive blend of costly tobaccos tastes so rich, smooth so good and mild. No wonder more people today smoke Camels than any other cigarette. How about you?

Have a real cigarette—have a Camel.